Global Macrocell Base Station/Remote Radio Unit Market Analysis & Forecast, 2016-2020, 12th Edition

Description: This report provides a comprehensive analysis for the global wireless macrocell base station market and remote radio unit market share. In depth historical unit shipment data is provided for 2015 with a five year forecast covering 2016-2020 is also included. Also included is a 5G base station forecast. Detailed macrocell base station and remote radio unit shipment data by OEM is provided for 2014 and 2015. This report covers air interface standards including GSM, CDMA, W-CDMA, TD-SCDMA, TDD LTE & FDD LTE. Detailed unit shipment data is included for the following OEMs: Datang, Ericsson, Fujitsu, Huawei Technologies, NEC, Nokia Networks, Samsung, and ZTE.

Features
- 2015 BTS Shipments by OEM
- 2015 BTS Shipments by Air Interface
- 2015 BTS Shipments by Geography
- 2015 RRU Shipments by OEM
- 2015 RRU Shipments by Air Interface
- 2016-2020 BTS Shipment Forecast by Air Interface
- 2016-2020 BTS Shipment Forecast by Geography
- 2016-2020 RRU Shipment Forecast by Air Interface
- 2016-2025 5G BTS Shipment Forecast
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